Bloomberg Distinguished Professorships
Nomination Form – Thematic Search
(Revised Sept 2015)

Title of search (content area):

Nominating Schools/Divisions and Departments with proposed division of effort:

Tentative teaching responsibilities the BDP would carry in each department:

Description of the fields spanned by the search and the anticipated impact of the appointment in advancing cross-disciplinary initiatives:

Statement explaining how the BDP funds would be used to support the appointment, the investments that deans and/or directors are planning to make in support of the appointment, and anticipated investments in related areas:

Name of (3) three scholars (minimum) that illustrate the kind of candidate who might be the target of a search in the proposed area. These brief illustrative profiles should include a description of the fields the candidate spans, evaluation of her/his major contributions, and a short academic profile:

Associated Signature Initiative:
(include a letter from Director if possible or note if the research falls outside of the SIs)